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Abstract: Understanding the mechanisms that contribute to
conjugated polymer aggregate formation and growth may yield
enhanced control of aggregate morphology and functional
properties on the mesoscopic scale. In situ optical imaging of
the growth of MEH-PPV aggregates in real time in controlled
swollen films shows that growth occurs through multiple
mechanisms and is more complex than previously described.
Direct evidence is provided for both Ostwald ripening and
aggregate coalescence as operative modes of aggregate growth
in solvent swollen films. These growth mechanisms have
a distinct and strong impact on the evolution of morphological
order of growing aggregates: while Ostwald ripening allows
preservation of highly ordered morphology, aggregate coales-
cence occurs with no preferential orientation, leading to
attenuation in degree of ordering.

Mesoscopic aggregates of conjugated polymers play a cru-
cial role in determining the performance of organic thin film
devices. Indeed, numerous studies on bulk films have
demonstrated that aggregate morphology is very strongly
associated with charge-transport properties.[1] However,
a microscopic understanding of the impact of aggregate
morphology has proven difficult to attain since bulk films
contain domains with disparate levels of organization from
amorphous to highly ordered, each of which may span
a variety of length scales.

Solvent vapor annealing (SVA) of thin films containing
dispersed single conjugated polymers in inert host polymer
matrices offers a unique opportunity to prepare conjugated
polymer aggregates through bottom-up assembly and inter-
rogate them on an individual basis with established single
particle techniques. Already, research employing SVA has
informed understanding of the relationships between single
polymer and mesoscopic aggregate morphology and exciton
transport behavior.[2]

Despite the emergence of SVA as a technique that allows
controlled preparation of individual aggregates, the growth
mechanism of these aggregates is incompletely understood.

One previous study provided evidence that conjugated
polymer aggregation occurs via Ostwald ripening,[2a, 3] a ther-
modynamic process in which larger aggregates grow at the
expense of smaller ones through single molecule transfer.
However, no real time experimental observation supporting
this conclusion has been described. As such, it remains
unclear whether Ostwald ripening is an operative mechanism
in aggregate growth in swollen films and whether other
growth mechanisms such as particle coalescence, as substan-
tially evidenced in nanocrystal growth, also play a role.[4]

Furthermore, it is not known if and how aggregate growth
mechanism impacts aggregate morphology and functional
properties, and therefore whether control of growth mecha-
nism may allow fine tuning of these properties. In situ
observation of aggregation can address many of these
questions. One obstacle limiting in situ real-time interrog-
ation of aggregate growth is intimately related to the process
itself, in which significant mobility of isolated entities is
required. In conventional SVA experiments, the extent of film
swelling is such that aggregate diffusion is too fast for
adequate localization and characterization of aggregates. To
circumvent this problem, we developed an SVA chamber that
allows in situ monitoring of film swelling on a quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) while performing optical imaging of an
equivalent film on the chamber bottom.[2j] This experimental
setup allows control and monitoring of the degree of film
swelling, allowing control of particle speed for in situ tracking
and interrogation of individual aggregates during the growth
process.

Using this approach, we show that multiple growth
mechanisms are at play during the growth of conjugated
polymer aggregates and that aggregate growth does not
proceed solely through Ostwald ripening. By performing
quasi real-time polarization anisotropy experiments and
complementary Monte Carlo simulations, we also demon-
strate that particular growth mechanisms critically impact
morphological order of growing aggregates.

Aggregates were prepared from the paradigmatic con-
jugated polymer, poly(2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-
phenylenevinylene) (MEH-PPV). Two equivalent sample
films were prepared by spin-casting a toluene solution of
MEH-PPV (ca. 0.5 nm) containing 6 wt % host poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) matrix on a QCM sensor and a glass
coverslip and placed in the SVA chamber. An acetone–
chloroform solvent mixture with liquid volume ratio of
50:50% was employed to swell the films.[2f] We performed
SVA for about 55 min to generate and grow aggregates,
during which we carefully controlled the extent of film
swelling to maintain a constant thickness (Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S1a).
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With this degree of swelling, individual aggregates could
be tracked, localized, and characterized. For in situ optical
imaging over the course of aggregate growth, a series of 200 s
videos with intervals of 400 s were collected. Additional
details can be found in the Methods in the Supporting
Information.

First, to characterize time-dependent growth of MEH-
PPV aggregates over the duration of film swelling, we
assessed change in aggregate size and number by analyzing
the average of the first 10 frames in videos recorded every
10 min. Aggregate size was assessed through calculation of
number of single chains per aggregate, NSM-AGG (see Methods
in the Supporting Information for details). As depicted in

Figure 1, NSM-AGG increases gradually while number of
aggregates decreases. Since the imaging area was different
for each video, photobleaching did not contribute to the
decrease in aggregate number. Thus, the observed anti-
correlation between NSM-AGG and aggregate number shows
that the portion of aggregate growth represented by Figure 1
occurs through mechanisms that consume existing aggregates.

While the trends depicted in Figure 1 reveal that latter
portions of the aggregation process involve consumption of
aggregates formed early in the process, in situ tracking of
individual diffusing aggregates can provide additional infor-
mation on the mechanism of aggregate growth. For example,
the MEH-PPV aggregate shown in Figure 2a shows a gradual
increase in fluorescence intensity while its diffusivity
decreases. The fact that these temporal changes in intensity
and diffusivity are anti-correlated suggests that this aggregate
is growing. During this aggregate growth process, intensity
increases gradually and no overt coalescence of large entities
is seen; these observations are consistent with growth through
Ostwald ripening, and we presume the observed growth
occurs through addition of single chains. If Ostwald ripening
is indeed an operative mechanism of aggregate growth,
dissipating aggregates should also be in evidence. We do
observe aggregates that simultaneously become dimmer and
faster, and these typically disappear during the video (Fig-
ure 2b), making them challenging to characterize. Never-
theless, we identified several slowly dissipating aggregates
that survived the duration of the imaging window. One

Figure 1. Growth of conjugated polymer aggregates in a swollen film.
Average number of single MEH-PPV chains per aggregate, NSM-AGG

(black), and number of aggregates within an imaging volume of about
1400 mm3 (red) as a function of SVA time.

Figure 2. a),c) Fluorescence intensity (gray) and diffusion coefficient (D ; blue and red) trajectories of MEH-PPV aggregates a) growing and
c) dissipating, consistent with an Ostwald ripening growth mechanism. Smoothed intensity trajectories are also shown (black). Shown at right in
(a) and (c) are the corresponding trajectories in the xy plane for these aggregates. b) Time-lapse fluorescence images showing a typical example
of a dissipating aggregate. Scale bar: 2 mm. d) Time-lapse fluorescence images showing approaching-receding (2 and 3) and coalescence (1 and
2, coalescing to C) processes. Scale bar: 2 mm. Shown below are the corresponding trajectories in the xy plane and fluorescence intensity
trajectories of 1 and 2 before and after (C) coalescence. Videos showing aggregates in (a)–(d) are provided in the Supporting Information,
Videos S1–S4. All example aggregates shown here were chosen from the video recorded 30 min into SVA. e),f) Frequencies of approaching-
receding (gray in e), coalescence (red in e and f), and Ostwald ripening (blue in f) processes over the duration of aggregate tracking videos. In
(e), black squares represent N 2 v, normalized to the maximum occurrence of the approaching-receding processes. g),h) Quenched intensity (QInt ;
g) and quenching efficiency (QEff ; h) for aggregates formed by coalescence as functions of additive intensity of two aggregates before coalescence
and SVA time. In (a), (c), (d), and (g), intensity units are W 105 counts per second.
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example is shown in Figure 2c: here, the aggregate shows
decreasing intensity with increasing diffusion coefficient, as
opposed to the aggregate shown in Figure 2a. The observed
dissipation of aggregates is attributed to the Ostwald ripening
process as other possibilities, such as photobleaching, aggre-
gate diffusion out of the imaging plane, and out-of-plane
aggregate rotation, are excluded (Supporting Information,
Text 2). As such, we conclude that the dual observation of
growing and dissipating aggregates confirms Ostwald ripen-
ing as an operative mechanism in aggregate growth.

Apart from observing the Ostwald ripening process,
tracking particular aggregates revealed instances of aggregate
coalescence, in which two visualized aggregates merge to
form a single larger aggregate (Figure 2d; Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S3). Such a mechanism is previously unde-
scribed in the literature of conjugated polymer aggregate
growth. In most cases, repetitive approaching-receding events
between aggregates were seen, and only a portion of these
occurrences led to aggregate coalescence (Figure 2 e). Aggre-
gate coalescence occurred over the entire period of swelling
once aggregate diffusion was visible by eye: in the video
recorded at 10 min into SVA, no coalescence events were
seen, presumably since aggregates exhibit low mobility owing
to limited film swelling in that time period. Frequency of
visualized approaching-receding processes diminished with
N 2v, with N number of aggregates and v average aggregate
speed, consistent with a second-order process (black squares
in Figure 2e).

Both coalescence and Ostwald ripening would give rise to
the trends shown in Figure 1, with a decrease in total number
of aggregates and increase in number of single molecules per
aggregate as a function of aggregate growth time once initial
aggregates are formed. To determine how much each growth
mechanism contributes to overall aggregate growth, we
compared frequency of coalescence and total decrease in
aggregate number that occurred over the duration of the
videos. Aggregate number decrease was calculated by com-
paring the number of aggregates in images obtained from
averaging the first and last 10 frames in each video. Nearly
half of the aggregate number decrease is due to aggregate
coalescence (red in Figure 2 f), demonstrating the importance
of this previously undescribed mechanism in the growth of
conjugated polymer aggregates in solvent swollen films. The
remainder of aggregate number decrease is attributed to
Ostwald ripening (blue in Figure 2 f), consistent with the
observation of individual dissipating aggregates.

Most of the aggregates formed by coalescence exhibit
fluorescence intensities lower than the additive intensity of
the two aggregates before coalescence, revealing emergent
quenching due to the formation of interchain contacts
(Figure 2d). We note that quenching also occurs as aggregates
grow through Ostwald ripening (Supporting Information,
Text 4). A collection of 145 coalescence events from all
aggregate tracking videos reveals a gradual increase of the
additive intensity with increasing SVA time, primarily due to
increasing aggregate size (from blue to orange in Fig-
ure 2g,h). However, quenched intensity, corresponding to
the difference between additive and observed intensities
(QInt = IAdd@IObs), saturates following a slight increase at early

SVA times, resulting in quenching efficiency, QEff = 1@(IObs/
IAdd), decreasing with SVA time (Figure 2g,h). Based on the
observed QInt, the radius of quenching in coalesced aggregates
extends approximately 15 nm, suggesting that aggregates
most likely experience minimal contact during coalescence,
rather than an H-type configuration that would result in
substantial surface contact (Supporting Information, Text 5).

We further investigated whether growth mechanism
impacted aggregate morphology and photophysical proper-
ties through measurements of aggregate polarization modu-
lation depth (M)[5] before and after coalescence events. These
measurements were performed in a quasi-real time manner
(Supporting Information, Figure S1b): following SVA for
30 min to generate aggregates, sample films were de-swelled
and initial M measurements were performed. Solvent vapor
was then re-introduced, and when the film was sufficiently
swollen such that aggregate diffusion was evident, a long-
duration (300 s) video was recorded. Following this, the film
was de-swelled and M measurements were performed again.
The imaging area was fixed for the entirety of the experiment.
Figure 3a shows representative data obtained from coalescing
aggregates in this experiment. Here, two aggregates initially
exhibit high M values. They coalesce during the film re-
swelling process, and the resultant aggregate exhibits
a decreased value of M< 0.5.

We compared M values before and after coalescence for
all such events captured in the long duration movie (Fig-
ure 3b). Before, aggregates predominantly exhibit fairly high
M values, with median M = 0.65 for the distribution, indicat-
ing that aggregate morphology is fairly anisotropic. Coales-
cence events predominantly yield aggregates with lower M
values, decreasing the median M to 0.43. While this finding
suggests coalescence events attenuate optical (and presum-
ably structural) anisotropy of aggregates, because changes in
M values may also emerge from changes in number of
emitting dipoles,[5e] complementary Monte Carlo simulations
of coalescence were performed.

We modeled a situation in which two aggregates form
a minimal contact, a situation that would result in the initial
characteristics of each aggregate being nearly the same before
and after coalescence. Such a pair of aggregates may be
effectively modeled by two equivalent polarization ellipsoid-
s,[2a–f] each with transition dipoles (mx, my, mz) and an aspect
ratio a = jmz j / j mx j (jmx j= jmy j), present together within
a diffraction-limited spot. Through comparison of aggregate
volume and M distribution in experiments and simulation,
aggregates before coalescence are determined to have
average aspect ratio a = 2.7 (Supporting Information, Text 6
and Figure S5). The relative orientation of a pair of such
model aggregates is defined by two angles q and f, as
illustrated in Figure 3 c. Randomly locating simulated aggre-
gate pairs in 3D space eliminates the f-dependence of the M
value. For a situation with individual aggregates with a = 2.7
and either q = 5088 @7088 or q chosen at random for each
aggregate pair, simulated aggregate pairs yield M values that
largely reproduced the experimental M distribution after
coalescence (Figure 3b; Supporting Information, Text 6 and
Figure S6). The consistency of the experimental data with
aggregate coalescence occurring with preferential orientation
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of q = 5088 @7088 could be related to steric effects. However,
given consistency with randomly distributed q, in the absence
of specific evidence regarding steric effects, we conclude that
coalescence likely occurs at random orientation and through
minimal contact. This does not attenuate the anisotropy of
either of the individual aggregates but suppresses the overall
anisotropy of the pair.

We also interrogated morphological order of aggregates
grown primarily by Ostwald ripening by comparing M values
of MEH-PPV aggregates during initial and final stages of
growth, with the early aggregates unlikely to have experi-
enced aggregate coalescence since the SVA process was
arrested before early aggregates exhibited significant mobi-

lity. The M values of the early aggregates show a single narrow
Gaussian distribution peaked at M& 0.82 (Figure 3d, upper),
revealing that the morphology of aggregates in the initial
growth stages is highly anisotropic. Given that single-mole-
cule MEH-PPV molecules have been shown to adopt highly
ordered anisotropic conformations after SVA as evidenced by
values of M> 0.9,[2f, 6] the anisotropic morphology of the early
aggregates suggests that initial aggregation processes pre-
serve the morphological anisotropy templated by the single
chain building blocks. The M distribution for the final
aggregates shifts towards lower M values and broadens,
displaying a population build-up at M& 0.45 (Figure 3d,
lower). This distribution is well-fit by a bi-Gaussian, in which
the distribution centered at the lower M value closely matches
the M distribution for the aggregates formed by coalescence,
shown in red in Figure 3b. The distribution centered at higher
M is thus attributed to aggregates grown through Ostwald
ripening. This, together with the similar M distribution seen in
early aggregates, reveals that this growth mechanism, in
contrast to aggregate coalescence, preserves anisotropic
morphology templated at the single molecule and early
aggregate level.

In summary, we observed the dynamic growth of MEH-
PPV aggregates in swollen polymer films by performing
in situ optical imaging with simultaneous control of film
swelling properties. Aggregate growth is found to proceed
through two mechanisms: classical Ostwald ripening as well
as the previously undescribed concerted mechanism of
diffusing aggregate coalescence. Aggregate growth via Ost-
wald ripening preserves the high degree of morphological
ordering templated by single molecules while aggregate
coalescence occurs without directionality, typically leading
to attenuation of the degree of ordering as the aggregates
grow. This suggests that by limiting conditions that favor
coalescence processes, such as a high degree of swelling that
encourages early aggregate diffusion, one may be able to
prepare large aggregates with a high degree of morphological
anisotropy that in turn supports desirable photophysical
properties such as long-range exciton diffusion.
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